
The Mortality and Morality of Nations

Standing at the edge of life’s abyss, we often seek moral meaning and
“symbolic immortality” in religion, civilization, state, and nation. What
happens, however, when the nation itself appears mortal? The Mortal-
ity and Morality of Nations seeks to answer this question, theoretically
and empirically. It argues that mortality makes morality, and right
makes might; the nation’s sense of a looming abyss informs its quest
for a higher moral ground, which, if reached, can bolster its vitality. The
book investigates nationalism’s promise of moral immortality and its
limitations via three case studies: French Canadians, Jews, and Afrikaners.
All three have been insecure about the validity of their identity or the
viability of their polity, or both. They have sought partial redress in
existential self-legitimation: by the nation, of the nation, and for the
nation’s very existence. The rise and fall of nations transpire not only in
blood and iron but also in pride and shame, in justice and in guilt.
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Preface

We search for immortality, and the kind of immortality we seek determines the
kind of life we lead.

– Hans J. Morgenthau, Death in the Nuclear Age

Small nations. The concept is not quantitative; it points to a condition; a fate;
small nations lack that felicitous sense of an eternal past and future; at a given
moment in their history, they all passed through the antechambers of death; in
constant confrontation with the arrogant ignorance of the mighty, they see their
existence as perpetually threatened or with a question mark hovering over it; for
their very existence is the question.

– Milan Kundera, Testaments Betrayed

Standing at the edge of life’s gaping abyss, we seek everlasting meaning, a sense
of purpose and propriety, transcending the transient individual. We often find
this solace in the morality of seemingly immortal collectives. Religions, civiliza-
tions, states, and nations are such “timeless beacons,” shedding their eternal
light on the right path. What happens, however, when the nation itself appears
mortal, when its members live with a constant sense of uncertainty about their
collective’s existence?

The Mortality and Morality of Nations presents this puzzle and pieces it
together. It submits that mortality makes morality, and right makes might: the
nation’s sense of a looming abyss informs its deliberate and deliberative quest
for a high moral ground, which, if reached, can bolster its vitality. The book
investigates nationalism’s promise of moral immortality, and its limitations, via
the narratives of three “small nations”: French Canadians, Israeli Jews, and
Afrikaners. All three have been insecure about the validity of their identity or
the viability of their polity, or both. They have sought partial redress in
existential self-legitimation: by the nation, of the nation, and for the nation’s
very existence. If this endeavor fails, however, the nation may pursue different
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existential paths. For the most part, Israeli Jews still subscribe to Zionism’s
ethnonationalism, but French Canadians – now Québécois – have largely shed
ethnicity, and Afrikaners have surrendered national sovereignty. The rise and
fall of nations transpire not only in blood and iron but also in pride and shame,
in justice and in guilt.

viii Preface
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